Motivation
• Pull methodologies provide key operational principles for complex manufacturing facilities, [1] . • Closed queueing networks may serve as good models for pull systems. • Existing throughput bounds for closed reentrant queueing networks limited to buffer priority policies (or the class of all non-idling policies)
Accomplishments
Starting from performance bound results for Markov chains, [2] , • Develop computational (LP) throughput bounds for closed reentrant queueing networks operating under affine index policies; • Study the character and quality of the bounds; • Propose an extension to a metric for assessing the asymptotic behavior as the number of trapped customers N increases to infinity.
Future Directions
• Is a (piecewise) quadratic an appropriate baseline surrogate for the differential cost function in a closed queueing network? • Performance bounds for different forms of asymptotic loss (e.g., square root loss). • Can we prove the existence of networks with square root loss behavior? 
Example of results: A two station, four buffer closed reentrant network.
• Service rates: Loss g(N) as N increases
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